Project Title: Designing a web tool for creating working groups of railway industrial heritage for the Catalonia Railway Museum

Introduction: We have a new English web created for the Catalunya Railway Museum. The aim of this project is follow this previous work with the creation of a web tool for generating working groups of railway industrial heritage for the Catalunya Railroad Museu with another Railway Museums existing in Spain, Europe and other continents.

Project Brief:
1. Introduction and objectives
2. Storytelling and interface design.
3. Prototyping
4. Improving the new tool into the museum web page
5. Evaluating the user experience
6. Conclusions and future steps

Company
Name: MUSEUDEL FERROCARRIL DE CATALUNYA
Address: Pl. Eduard Maristany, s/n
08800 Vilanova i la Geltrú
Barcelona
Spain
Contact person: Ana Grande Jiménez anagrande@ffe.es
Head of Communication and Education
At URL: http://www.museudelferrocaml.org

Project team:
Number of students: 4/5 students
Students speciality:
- X Business Management
- Mechanical engineering
- Electrical engineering
- Electronics engineering
- Chemical engineering
- X Computer engineering
- X Telecommunications engineering
- X Design
- .............